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Abstract. We present 17 velocity records derived from in situ stand-alone single-frequency Global Position-

ing System (GPS) receivers placed on eight marine-terminating ice sheet outlet glaciers in South, West and

North Greenland, covering varying parts of the period summer 2009 to summer 2012. Common to all the

observed glacier velocity records is a pronounced seasonal variation, with an early melt season maximum gen-

erally followed by a rapid mid-melt season deceleration. The GPS-derived velocities are compared to velocities

derived from radar satellite imagery over six of the glaciers to illustrate the potential of the GPS data for valida-

tion purposes. Three different velocity map products are evaluated, based on ALOS/PALSAR data, TerraSAR-

X/Tandem-X data and an aggregate winter TerraSAR-X data set. The velocity maps derived from TerraSAR-

X/Tandem-X data have a mean difference of 1.5 % compared to the mean GPS velocity over the corresponding

period, while velocity maps derived from ALOS/PALSAR data have a mean difference of 9.7 %. The velocity

maps derived from the aggregate winter TerraSAR-X data set have a mean difference of 9.5 % to the corre-

sponding GPS velocities. The data are available from the GEUS repository at doi:10.5280/GEUS000001.

1 Introduction

Determining and understanding the current contribution to

sea level rise from the Greenland ice sheet has become a pri-

ority of global concern as the impact of climate change on

the ice sheet mass loss is becoming increasingly apparent

(IPCC, 2007). Major uncertainties in our ability to predict

the mass loss from the Greenland ice sheet persist, particu-

larly when it comes to understanding the dynamic mass loss

from calving outlet glaciers (Vieli and Nick, 2011; Price et

al., 2011). Since the dynamic mass loss is believed to con-

stitute roughly half the contribution to sea level rise from the

Greenland ice sheet over the last decade (Van den Broeke et

al., 2009) and appears to be highly variable with time (An-

dresen et al., 2011; Bevan et al., 2012; Bjørk et al., 2012),

understanding this mechanism is of paramount importance

to reduce the uncertainty in predicting the impact of future

climate change on the Greenland ice sheet.

The increasing focus on the dynamic mass loss from the

Greenland ice sheet has been driven by a combination of in

situ observations and remote sensing analysis, documenting

a fast and widespread retreat and acceleration of the outlet
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Table 1. Temporal coverage of the GPS data collected. Abbreviations and ID’s refer to the map in Fig. 1. Geographical positions are listed

in Tables 2 to 4.

Glacier Abbrev. ID Start date End date

Sermilik Bræ SML GPS-1 31 Aug 2009 19 Jul 2010

Sermilik Bræ SML GPS-2 31 Aug 2009 9 Aug 2011

Sermilik Bræ SML GPS-3 31 Aug 2009 9 Aug 2011

Kangiata Nunata Sermia KNS GPS-1 23 Jul 2010 25 Aug 2011

Kangiata Nunata Sermia KNS GPS-2 24 Aug 2009 25 Aug 2011

Kangiata Nunata Sermia KNS GPS-3 24 Aug 2009 25 Aug 2011

Sermeq Avanarleq AVA GPS-1 17 Aug 2009 16 Aug 2010

Rink Glacier

Rink Glacier

RNK

RNK

GPS-2

GPS-29428

9 Aug 2009

12 Aug 2010

12 Aug 2010

15 Aug 2011

Store Glacier

Store Glacier

STO

STO

GPS-4

GPS-29430

17 Aug 2009

7 Aug 2010

14 Aug 2010

1 Jul 2012

Upernavik Glacier UPE GPS-2 17 Aug 2009 28 Jul 2011

Upernavik Glacier UPE GPS-3 17 Aug 2009 28 Jul 2011

Upernavik Glacier

Petermann Glacier

Petermann Glacier

Petermann Glacier

Petermann Glacier

Humboldt Glacier

UPE

PET

PET

PET

PET

HUM

GPS-4

GPS-29408

GPS-29419_2011

GPS-29419_2012

GPS-29422

GPS-29425

18 Aug 2009

24 Jul 2011

26 Jul 2011

24 May 2012

25 Jul 2011

21 Jul 2011

28 Jul 2011

29 Jun 2012

12 Nov 2011

27 Jun 2012

30 Jun 2012

2 Jul 2012

glaciers of the Greenland ice sheet. Although recent advances

in modelling calving outlet glaciers seem promising (Nick et

al., 2012; Vieli and Nick, 2011), such studies require obser-

vational data to determine the physical mechanisms behind

outlet glacier behaviour (Moon et al., 2012).

Estimates of current and recent mass loss from the Green-

land ice sheet relies largely on remote sensing analysis, ei-

ther of the gravitational changes (Rignot et al., 2011), up-

lift of the surrounding land (Bevis et al., 2012) or elevation

change (Pritchard et al., 2009; Sørensen et al., 2011) or by

the mass budget method, i.e. by deriving the individual parts

of the Greenland ice sheet mass balance separately (Van den

Broeke et al., 2009; Rignot et al., 2008). The mass budget

method requires an understanding of the interaction of the

Greenland ice sheet with the climate system as well as a

wealth of observations, which in turn provides an improved

capability to model future mass balance changes with more

confidence.

The increased accuracy of the mass budget method has

been facilitated partly by improved regional climate mod-

els (Ettema et al., 2010) and partly by the recent advances

in producing large-scale velocity maps of the ice sheet sur-

face using radar imagery (Joughin et al., 2010; Rignot and

Kanangaratnam, 2006). These recent velocity maps cover al-

most the entire Greenland ice sheet, but are limited in their

temporal coverage. Generally, they yield the mean velocity

over the time between two image acquisitions which cannot

be too far apart in time (Joughin, 2002). The maximum time

between two images depends for example on the velocity-

derivation method and on the physical properties of the tar-

get, such as surface velocity and rate of change of ice/snow

surface properties, but rarely exceeds 3–4 weeks. A series of

velocity maps have been produced to observe the pattern of

seasonal change (Joughin et al., 2008). Such techniques have

also been applied to fast-moving glaciers such as Jakobshavn

Isbrae (Joughin et al., 2012), but in the limited areas where

sufficient satellite data are collected. Furthermore, presently

operating satellites limit temporal resolution (> 10 days) so

satellite remote sensing cannot provide the higher tempo-

ral coverage required to resolve the individual acceleration

events occurring on the scale of days (van de Wal et al.,

2008).

Attempts at deriving such information from time-lapse

photography show great promise (Ahn and Box, 2010), but

so far in situ observations from the glacier surface are still

required to provide the detailed seasonal variation in outlet

glacier velocity and to validate both photographic and satel-

lite observations.

Here we present a total of 17 continuous velocity records

from eight major marine-terminating outlet glaciers from the

Greenland ice sheet derived from single-frequency stand-

alone Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers placed on

the glacier surface, covering varying parts of the period sum-

mer 2009 to summer 2012. We present data from a range

of different types of marine-terminating outlet glaciers along

the entire western flank of the Greenland ice sheet from the

southern tip to the northern coast (see Table 1 and Fig. 1).

The GPS-derived velocities are compared to velocities de-

rived from radar satellite imagery over six of the glaciers,

illustrating the potential of combining temporal and spatial

velocity data.

Earth Syst. Sci. Data, 5, 277–287, 2013 www.earth-syst-sci-data.net/5/277/2013/
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Figure 1. Map of locations, with inserts showing retrieval positions of GPS instruments on individual glaciers.

2 Methods

Figure 1 shows the glaciers studied, indicating the location of

each of the GPS instruments at the time of retrieval or when

the data series ended (in the case of transmitted data).

2.1 Continuous GPS measurements

The stand-alone single-frequency GPS receiver used in this

study was developed at Institute for the Marine and Atmo-

spheric research Utrecht, Utrecht University (IMAU) and

first applied by Van de Wal et al. (2008) (see Fig. 2). The

GPS receiver as well as the subsequent data processing par-

ticular to this system has previously been described in detail

in Den Ouden et al. (2010) and further in Dunse et al. (2012).

The GPS receiver is a single-frequency (L1 band) system that

is designed for extended operation in harsh conditions with

no maintenance at a low instrument cost. A later version in-

cludes ARGOS transmission capability, potentially alleviat-

ing part of the problem with loss of receivers.

The receiver is powered by a 3.6 V lithium battery that al-

lows the unit to operate for more than one year at a power

consumption of 15 Ah yr−1. To facilitate this, only time and

position is stored in the data logger, meaning that it is not

possible to perform corrections relying on phase carrier in-

formation, double differencing or between-satellite differenc-

ing that could otherwise improve the precision. Thus effects

from ionospheric delay and inaccuracy in satellite orbital and

www.earth-syst-sci-data.net/5/277/2013/ Earth Syst. Sci. Data, 5, 277–287, 2013
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Figure 2. Deployment of a GPS instrument on KNS.

clock information will deteriorate the precision of the posi-

tional information stored, as no post-processing is possible.

Only the multipath error is addressed by employing a patch

antenna that minimizes signal reception from below. The es-

timated error of a single GPS measurement is on the order

of 3–4 m, as derived from similar data from Svalbard (Den

Ouden et al., 2010). The light-weight receivers can be fitted

on a tripod or a stake drilled into the ice.

2.2 Data processing

The raw data consists of hourly (or once every third hour in

the case of ARGOS-transmitted data) measurements of time

and geographical position. To obtain meaningful results, a

three-step processing approach is applied: first, outliers are

removed, then the positions are averaged and finally the ve-

locities derived from these positions are again averaged. This

approach yields robust average velocities at the expense of

temporal resolution.

In the first step, outliers are removed by comparing con-

secutive standard deviations of the latitudinal and longitu-

dinal positions over a moving time window of 60 h. If the

difference between consecutive standard deviations is larger

than a threshold of 0.2 m, the record is excluded from fur-

ther analysis. The time window length and threshold were

chosen to yield robust velocities without excluding too many

data records for all the glaciers measured. Only for Uper-

navik Glacier, a higher threshold value of 0.4 m was utilized,

due to large data gaps in these records. The higher threshold

ensures that at least some data is available for the subsequent

steps in the procedure, even if the data quality is not of the

same standard.

In the second step, the error in position is addressed by

applying a running average to the latitudinal and longitudi-

nal position, respectively, over a 7-day period (168 h) using

a modified Welch window with an exponent of 8 This ef-

fectively assigns less weight towards the centre of the win-

dow compared to the original Welch function described in

e.g. Press et al. (1992), which has an exponent of 2. Dunse

et al. (2012) similarly used a 7-day running average, yield-

ing robust results by using a square window. Average posi-

tions are calculated if more than 95 % of the records within a

given time window are present, except for Upernavik Glacier,

where only 50 % are required due to numerous data gaps.

Data gaps may occur due to either loss of power supply, poor

satellite reception or logger memory failure. Subsequently,

velocities are calculated as taking the distance between two

average positions and dividing by the time interval. Finally,

the third step is the application of a similar 7-day running av-

erage to the velocities derived from the averaged positions.

As with all window-averaging methods, the resulting veloci-

ties are mid-point values.

Den Ouden et al. (2010) found a combined horizontal ac-

curacy of this system of 1.62 m over the period 2006–2009 in

central Spitsbergen. As the ionospheric effect changes over

time and position, this result can only be indicative of the

accuracy of the measurements presented here. Error analy-

sis of similar GPS instruments in Greenland at 67◦ N show

a combined horizontal accuracy of 2.1 m in 2010–2011 for

hourly measurements of a fixed position, so slightly higher

than the values in central Spitsbergen. The Greenland data

yield a typical error of 5 m yr−1, if 7-day running averages

are considered. This 5 m yr−1 is the standard deviation used

in this study.

As discussed in Den Ouden et al. (2010) and Dunse et

al. (2012), the presence of spurious oscillations in the pro-

cessed time series cannot be excluded due to the noisy na-

ture of the raw data and spectral leakage caused by the av-

eraging procedure, as well as other unknown position or

time-dependent error sources. Following Dunse et al. (2012),

we only consider periodic fluctuations with amplitude over

30 m yr−1.

3 Results

3.1 GPS velocity data

Placing GPS instruments on outlet glaciers implies taking

a significant risk of losing the instruments. The glacier sur-

face is typically highly crevassed and experiences significant

melt and severe storms during the deployment period. In ad-

dition to this, the GPS moves closer to the front increasing

the chance of losing the instrument into a crevasse. Retrieval

is only possible by helicopter and inherently depends on the

experience of the pilot. Even when the helicopter pilot has

managed to land or hover in the vicinity of a GPS, it is not al-

ways possible to retrieve it. For these reasons, up to four GPS

instruments were placed at various distances from the front

of each glacier. Despite a large number of lost GPS instru-

ments, it was possible to retrieve at least one GPS from each

of the selected glaciers. To improve the data retrieval rate,

Earth Syst. Sci. Data, 5, 277–287, 2013 www.earth-syst-sci-data.net/5/277/2013/
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Figure 3. Sermilik Bræ 7-day averaged GPS velocities (see Fig. 1

and Table 1 for instrument position and operational period).

the later versions of the GPS instrument were equipped with

an ARGOS transmission system. Other GPS instruments cur-

rently in use are equipped with Iridium modems for the same

reason.

Data retrieval from the GPS receivers were generally suc-

cessful with the exception of the Upernavik data, which were

damaged during the logger extraction process, and the Pe-

termann data from the uppermost GPS, which suffered from

a transmission problem. The temporal coverage of the GPS

data collected is listed in Table 1. The derived GPS velocities

are shown in Figs. 3–10.

The GPS positions and velocities derived are available

from the GEUS repository at doi:10.5280/GEUS000001 in

the 7-day averaged version discussed in this work as well as

in the original temporal resolution for the hourly data and ev-

ery 6 hours for the ARGOS-transmitted data. Additional files

are available containing the original raw input data.

3.2 Comparison to satellite-derived velocities

One of the useful aspects of in situ data is their use as ground

control for the spatially extensive satellite products. Thus we

compare the observed GPS velocities with velocities derived

from satellite radar imagery. Three data sets were used for

comparison:

1. Winter velocity maps (November 2009 to February

2010) at a 400 m spatial resolution that were produced

by applying offset tracking to ALOS/PALSAR satel-

lite radar imagery using SUSIE (Scripts and Utilities

Figure 4. Kangiata Nunata Sermia 7-day averaged GPS velocities

(see Fig. 1 and Table 1 for instrument position and operational pe-

riod).

for SAR Ice-motion Estimation) (Merryman Boncori et

al., 2010; Ahlstrøm et al., 2011), which is a processing

chain based on the commercial software package dis-

tributed by GAMMA Remote Sensing.

2. An aggregate winter (November 2010 to April 2011)

velocity map (Moon et al., 2012) at 400 m spatial res-

olution that was produced from combining available

TerraSAR-X satellite radar imagery during this period,

using well established speckle-tracking and interfero-

metric methods (Joughin, 2002). The aggregate veloc-

ity map is thus combined by including several velocity

maps (or sometimes just a single map).

3. Short period (11 days) and high resolution (100 m grid

posting with a true resolution of ca. 300 m) velocity

maps derived from TerraSAR-X satellite radar imagery

(Moon et al., 2012). The short-period TerraSAR-X-

derived data cover all seasons unevenly from late 2009

to early 2012, while the ALOS/PALSAR data cover

only winter.

All the satellite-derived velocities are plotted against the

mean GPS velocities over the corresponding period in

Fig. 11. The comparison of velocities derived from the

ALOS/PALSAR satellite data is summarized in Table 2,

while Table 3 shows comparison of velocities of the aggre-

gate winter velocity maps. Finally, the comparison to the

TerraSAR-X-derived data is given in Table 4. The latter also

includes the number of the TerraSAR-X/Tandem-X orbit for

www.earth-syst-sci-data.net/5/277/2013/ Earth Syst. Sci. Data, 5, 277–287, 2013
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Table 2. Comparison of ice velocities derived by GEUS from ALOS/PALSAR satellite radar imagery and ice velocities from GPS measure-

ments. Start and end dates refer to the time window between image acquisitions. Ice velocities are given in m yr−1, latitudes and longitudes

in decimal degrees N and W, respectively, using the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84).

Station Radar Proc. Start date End date Mean Longitude Mean Latitude V_Radar V_GPS Mean V_GPS Stdev

KNS_2 GEUS 28-09-2009 13-02-2010 64.165675 −49.311810 1200 1179 32

KNS_3 GEUS 28-09-2009 13-02-2010 64.124298 −49.198995 603 606 20

AVA_1 GEUS 20-11-2009 05-01-2010 70.128276 −50.171919 598 491 23

RNK_2 GEUS 20-11-2009 05-01-2010 71.774989 −51.156946 1234 1502 22

STO_1 GEUS 20-11-2009 05-01-2010 70.521379 −50.066853 971 1015 23

UPE_3 GEUS 12-12-2009 27-01-2010 72.806608 −53.473952 532 537 321

UPE_4 GEUS 12-12-2009 27-01-2010 72.792567 −53.197504 256 304 161

Table 3. Comparison of ice velocities derived by APL from aggregate velocity map based on TerraSAR-X satellite radar imagery and ice

velocities from GPS measurements. Start and end dates refer to the time window between image acquisitions. Ice velocities are given in

m yr−1, latitudes and longitudes in decimal degrees N and W, respectively, using the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84).

Station Radar Proc. Start date End date Mean Longitude Mean Latitude V_Radar V_GPS Mean V_GPS Stdev

SML_2 APL 15-11-2010 15-04-2011 61.070601 −46.904749 248 183 30

SML_3 APL 15-11-2010 15-04-2011 61.115331 −46.878887 202 102 28

KNS_1 APL 15-11-2010 15-04-2011 64.187201 −49.385047 1313 1312 42

KNS_2 APL 15-11-2010 15-04-2011 64.169895 −49.337603 1115 1202 41

KNS_3 APL 15-11-2010 15-04-2011 64.128595 −49.208829 563 586 28

RNK_2 APL 15-11-2010 15-04-2011 71.778729 −51.206321 1652 1670 24

the first image in the pair. The SAR velocities (V_Radar col-

umn) in Tables 2, 3 and 4 are obtained by nearest-neighbor

interpolation at the mean GPS position within the acquisi-

tion time-frame (Start- and End-date columns). Temporally,

they represent an average velocity over this time-span, which

ranges from a minimum of 46 days for ALOS/PALSAR and

of 11 days for TerraSAR-X.

The aim of the comparison is to find the difference be-

tween GPS-derived velocities and satellite-derived veloci-

ties, assuming that the former can be regarded as ground-

truth. When deriving velocities from satellite radar imagery,

we assume surface parallel flow, meaning that we reduce the

three-dimensional problem by assuming the velocity vector

lies in the local plane tangent to the surface. Since errors in

this plane, which are slope-dependent, scale with velocity,

we show the difference between the GPS-derived velocities

and satellite-derived velocities in percentage. The errors also

depend on correlation, which can be affected by speed. This

however, is included in the error statistics. The absolute ve-

locity differences can be deduced from the velocities listed in

Tables 2, 3 and 4.

For the ice velocities from data set (1), which is based on

ALOS/PALSAR, the mean difference from the in situ GPS

measurements is 9.7 %, with RNK-2 at a maximum differ-

ence of 17.8 %. Excluding the two GPS records UPE-3 and

UPE-4, due to their poorer quality, yields a mean difference

of 8.4 %.

Figure 5. Sermeq Avanerleq 7-day averaged GPS velocities (see

Fig. 1 and Table 1 for instrument position and operational period).

Earth Syst. Sci. Data, 5, 277–287, 2013 www.earth-syst-sci-data.net/5/277/2013/
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Table 4. Comparison of ice velocities derived by APL from TerraSAR-X satellite radar imagery and ice velocities from GPS measurements.

Ice velocities are given in m yr−1, latitudes and longitudes in decimal degrees N and W, respectively, using the World Geodetic System 1984

(WGS84).

Station Orbit # Start date End_date Mean Mean V_Radar V_Radar V_GPS V_GPS

Longitude Latitude Error Mean Stdev

KNS_2 14625 02-02-2010 13-02-2010 64.166383 −49.315747 1236 3.172 1219 30

KNS_3 14625 02-02-2010 13-02-2010 64.124921 −49.200635 632 3.78 624 20

KNS_2 15794 20-04-2010 01-05-2010 64.167204 −49.320707 1239 4.364 1238 18

KNS_3 15794 20-04-2010 01-05-2010 64.125695 −49.202657 625 4.678 629 22

KNS_1 17798 30-08-2010 10-09-2010 64.184214 −49.377314 1152 5.112 1129 53

KNS_2 17798 30-08-2010 10-09-2010 64.168539 −49.328785 998 3.471 989 53

KNS_3 17798 30-08-2010 10-09-2010 64.127243 −49.205514 456 3.174 459 48

KNS-1 18967 15-11-2010 26-11-2010 64.185691 −49.381282 1260 3.484 1264 24

KNS-2 18967 15-11-2010 26-11-2010 64.169228 −49.333183 1136 4.505 1140 21

KNS-3 18967 15-11-2010 26-11-2010 64.127909 −49.207175 557 2.124 568 21

KNS_1 21472 29-04-2011 10-05-2011 64.189388 −49.390169 1383 3.412 1381 35

KNS_2 21472 29-04-2011 10-05-2011 64.170830 −49.343816 1233 3.111 1254 30

KNS_3 21472 29-04-2011 10-05-2011 64.129563 −49.211123 610 2.067 615 38

KNS_1 22641 15-07-2011 26-07-2011 64.191467 −49.394483 1458 2.158 1505 28

KNS_2 22641 15-07-2011 26-07-2011 64.171663 −49.349189 1282 3.601 1267 30

KNS_3 22641 15-07-2011 26-07-2011 64.130424 −49.213112 604 2.117 595 29

STO_1 14625 02-02-2010 13-02-2010 70.520161 −50.069092 1049 3.611 1048 25

STO_1 15961 01-05-2010 12-05-2010 70.518190 −50.072692 1075 4.939 1086 26

STO_A 18633 24-10-2010 15-11-2010 70.448565 −50.354504 1852 3.168 1849 29

STO_A 18967 15-11-2010 26-11-2010 70.448108 −50.356295 1872 3.46 1871 17

STO_A 21472 29-04-2011 10-05-2011 70.442454 −50.373692 2110 3.999 2132 20

STO_A 22641 15-07-2011 26-07-2011 70.439183 −50.381022 2126 2.624 2073 99

STO_A 24478 13-11-2011 24-11-2011 70.434248 −50.390666 2076 2.201 1996 137

STO_A 25814 09-02-2012 20-02-2012 70.430536 −50.397347 2188 1.88 2179 24

RNK_2 13220 01-11-2009 12-11-2009 71.774660 −51.152789 1484 4.23 1428 18

RNK_2 15892 26-04-2010 07-05-2010 71.776240 −51.173033 1528 6.98 1537 27

RNK_2 16894 01-07-2010 12-07-2010 71.776873 −51.180892 1581 5.26 1577 16

RNK_2 17729 25-08-2010 05-09-2010 71.777427 −51.187745 1582 5.25 1609 30

RNK_2 2335 21-11-2010 02-12-2010 71.778228 −51.198655 1571 4.51 1656 24

RNK_2 21403 24-04-2011 05-05-2011 71.779506 −51.218457 1687 3.14 1695 25

SML_2 2578 07-12-2010 18-12-2010 61.070813 −46.904721 238 7.50 215 22

SML_3 2578 07-12-2010 18-12-2010 61.115448 −46.878844 153 111.28 119 22

For the aggregate velocities of data set (2) the mean differ-

ence is 9.5 %, excluding SML-3 from the comparison, as it

is considered to be too poor quality in the velocity map (note

the large formal error stated for this location in Table 4). Ex-

cluding also SML-2 would bring the mean difference down

to just 3.1 %. Note that the comparison of data set (2) to the

GPS velocities cannot be used to assess the accuracy of the

velocity mapping method, only the error that a user might

need to take into account if assuming that the map represents

the mean velocity over the time period of the aggregate ve-

locity map.

For the ice velocity data set (3) based on TerraSAR-X

the mean difference is 1.5 %, when excluding SML-3 as dis-

cussed above. SML-2 has the maximum difference of 10.7 %.

Excluding both SML-2 and SML-3 yields a mean difference

of 1.2 %, while RNK-2 (orbit 2335) would then have the

maximum difference of 5.1 %. The better agreement is an

expected consequence of the higher spatial and temporal res-

olution of the TerraSAR-X data and is consistent with the

level of error (< 3 %) for the algorithms that produced them

(Joughin, 2002).

4 Discussion

The velocity records presented generally exhibit a pattern

of significant seasonal variation, peaking in spring, with

higher velocities and more pronounced variation closer to

the glacier fronts. The character and strength of the sea-

sonal variation varies among the glaciers studied. An impor-

tant aspect is the rapid deceleration of many of the glaciers

during the melt season, similar to the one found by Howat

et al. (2010) for six marine-terminating outlet glaciers in

the Uummannaq region of West Greenland, of which Rink

and Store Glacier are also included in this study. Howat
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Figure 6. Store Glacier 7-day averaged GPS velocities (see Fig. 1

and Table 1 for instrument position and operational period). Note

the different scales for the two GPS velocity records.

et al. (2010) produced velocity time series from feature-

tracking of optical satellite images (Landsat 7) close to the

calving front. They detected significant summer deceleration

of Store Glacier only in 2002 and 2005, coinciding with melt-

water lake drainage events, whereas our data seems to indi-

cate that this pattern has occurred at least in 2010 and 2011

and possibly also in 2012, where the data series stop short

just prior to the expected onset of deceleration.

The GPS velocity data are influenced by the advection

of the instrument down-glacier towards faster-flowing parts

nearer the front. This was the case for data from the Rink

Glacier (Fig. 7), where we examined the effect by comparing

it to a velocity gradient on a satellite-derived velocity map

(not shown). The check confirmed that the background in-

crease in velocity was largely due to the GPS advecting into

a faster part of the glacier. This spatial impact on a data series

that has as a primary goal to detect temporal variability can

thus be quantified and removed using satellite-derived veloc-

ities. However, most of the GPS data records presented here

are only mildly influenced by this effect, as is evident when

comparing multi-year data records (e.g. Figs. 3 and 4). Yet

the advection problem makes it difficult to compare to the

results of Howat et al. (2010) for Rink Glacier.

The observed seasonal variation in velocity has impor-

tant implications for satellite-derived velocity mapping and

its application in the mass budget method. The results show

that the velocities of the marine-terminating outlet glaciers

can vary dramatically over short time spans, particularly

during the summer season, implying that velocities derived

from specific time windows between image acquisitions will

Figure 7. Rink Glacier 7-day averaged GPS velocities (see Fig. 1

and Table 1 for instrument position and operational period). The

ARGOS GPS was deployed at the retrieval position of GPS-2. Note

the effect of the GPS instruments being advected towards faster

moving parts of the glacier.

not necessarily capture the variability. Inferring the dynamic

mass loss from satellite-derived velocity maps often requires

the assumption that the velocities obtained represent a mean

value over a longer period of time due to limitations on the

frequency with which the data are collected. The velocity

maps are, however, based on image-comparison techniques

that only delivers velocities over the period in between two

image acquisitions, and cannot be considered representative

for a shorter or longer time span.

5 Conclusions

The continuous in situ GPS data presented here were ac-

quired on a range of types of marine-terminating outlet

glaciers in Greenland. Common to all the observed glacier

velocity records is a pronounced seasonal variation, with an

early melt season maximum. For some glaciers, this maxi-

mum is followed by a minimum in late summer, for others

by a return to a background velocity. Generally, the onset

of the acceleration comes later for northern glaciers (Figs. 9

and 10). The GPS records spanning several years (Figs. 3, 4,

6 and 7) show that each individual glacier tends to reproduce

its own pattern of seasonal velocity variation.

The GPS velocities compare well with velocity maps de-

rived from different satellite data and by different processing

chains, supporting the validity of the velocity mapping tech-

nique, even over fast-flowing outlet glaciers. The comparison
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Figure 8. Upernavik Glacier 7-day averaged GPS velocities (see

Fig. 1 and Table 1 for instrument position and operational period).

The generally poor quality of the averaged velocities is due to data

damage during logger extraction, causing a necessary relaxation of

the averaging criteria used. The data are still useful for obtaining a

general idea of the velocities, however.

Figure 9. Humboldt Glacier 7-day averaged GPS velocities (see

Fig. 1 and Table 1 for instrument position and operational period).

Figure 10. Petermann Glacier 7-day averaged GPS velocities (see

Fig. 1 and Table 1 for instrument position and operational period).

improves with higher resolution and shorter time span of

the satellite-derived velocities, suggesting that the in situ

GPS data presented are indeed useful for ground-truthing the

satellite products, despite being single-frequency stand-alone

instruments.

The seasonal variability in the velocities documented in

the GPS data also calls for caution when employing the

satellite-derived velocity maps to infer discharge from the ice

sheet, as the latter will only rarely capture the full range of

variability. As previously discussed by Moon et al. (2012)

the velocity of an outlet glacier cannot be considered as rep-

resenting a larger region, as differences between neighboring

glaciers can be large. It is therefore not straightforward to

combine the temporal qualities of the GPS velocity records

from a few glaciers with the regional spatial coverage of the

satellite-derived velocity maps. Yet the GPS velocity records

might be taken as an indication of how well a given velocity

map represents the period for which it is used to calculate ice

discharge.

To sum up, we have presented 17 separate records

of velocity derived from GPS acquired on eight marine-

terminating outlet glaciers from the Greenland ice sheet,

over varying parts of 2009–2012. These records are useful

as ground-truthing for ongoing velocity mapping efforts, but

also for determining how well the velocity maps represent

the periods outside the image acquisition windows. Finally,

the GPS velocity records makes it possible to validate and

calibrate current modeling efforts investigating the coupling

between the ice sheet and the ocean/climate and thus serve
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Figure 11. Comparison of satellite-derived velocities with GPS ve-

locities. Horizontal error bars denote the standard deviation of the

7-day averaged GPS velocities in the period of the acquisition win-

dow. The vertical error bars denote the formal error from the pro-

cessing added to a 3 % maximum error due to slope-dependent ef-

fects. The black point with the lowest velocity (and largest vertical

error bar) is SML-3, which originates from the ragged edge of a

velocity map over Sermilik Bræ as discussed in the text.

to improve our understanding of the dynamic mass loss from

the Greenland ice sheet.
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